Curriculum Vitae
Intelligent Processor (CVIP)

Appian and AI/ML powered analysis of CV’s for recruitment

Overview
The process of recruitment can have a long �meframe especially if the CVs and sor�ng candidates have to be parsed manually. It could
be a laborious process and take recruiters a lot of �me. Despite the �me-consuming and high cost of the interview process, hiring can
be a hit or miss o�en due to human bias or subjec�vity.
CVIP is a trained AI based analy�cal system. It can either stand-alone as a solu�on or can be integrated with Appian to make it an
intelligent case management solu�on. CVIP is capable of reviewing and scanning CVs, extrac�ng keywords, score, compare and rank
candidates thereby helping speed up the recruitment process
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Features
AI based analysis
AI/ML trained models that extract words or
contents from a CV in the form of a pdf or a doc ﬁle.
Intelligent Content Scoring
AI/ML trained models that intelligently give scores
on the content of the CV.
Ra�ng and ranking
Rank candidates based on skills, experience and
relevance to the Job the candidate has applied for
Reports and dashboards

Reports and dashboards to provide real
- �me informa�on
on CVs, recruitment pipeline and data analy�cs

Collaborate
Collaborate with other SMEs to ensure opinions
are obtained and the best suited candidates
are selected.
Deploy once used anywhere
Solu�on can be seamlessly used across mul�ple
channels (i.e., Laptop, Tablets, etc.) without any
addi�onal
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Beneﬁts
Pre-trained AI / ML models that consistently review CVs and
improve scores that can reduce errors by at least 20% and
improve produc�vity
Reduces human resources and save cost
Avoid unconscious human subjec�vity and biases in recruitment
process
Automated large-volume tasks and improving hire quality via
standardized job matching.
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